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Lines meeting an Ellipse 

y=0 

4x2+9y2=36 

y=1 y=2 
y=3 Line meets curve in two  

points (possibly imaginary).  

Double point:  
tangency when y=2 
4x2 + 9(4) = 36   so   4x2 = 0 

It seems that such a curve of degree 1 always meets  
such a curve of degree 2 in (2)(1) points, if we count  
them properly.  



What if both curves have degree 2? 
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Again we seem to get (2)(2)  
points, if we count them properly.  



Bézout’s Theorem 
When plane curves of degrees d and e meet in finitely many 
points, they meet in precisely (d)(e) points, counted properly.  

What about parallel lines?  

y=0 

y=1 

These ought to meet in (1)(1) points. They do meet – at infinity! 



Many infinities 
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y=2 
y=1 

y=x+1 y=x 

∞0 

∞1 

We need many different infinities to  
represent the different points on the  
horizon.  

Parallel lines meet a only one place 
so we must identify antipodal points 
on the horizon. 



A topological model of the plane 
with inifinities 
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Möbius band 

Disk 

Sew a Möbius band onto a disk to get the projective plane P2 

Flat Space is twisted  
at infinity 



Projective Coordinates 

(x,y) = [x:y:1] 

[x:y:z] = [λx: λy: λz] for λ≠0 

EX: [2:3:1] = [-6:-9:-3] 

What does the curve y = x2 look like in these new coordinates? 
[X:Y:Z]=[x:y:1]=[λx: λy: λ]     then Y= λy ≠ (λx)2 = X2 

Homogenization: YZ = X2 
Z=1 gives Y=X2 

Points [X:Y:Z] with 
Z ≠ 0 are in plane 

Points with Z = 0 are 
at infinity. 

Z=0 gives pt [0:1:0] 



Projective Coordinates 

What does the curve y = x2 look like in these new coordinates? 
[X:Y:Z]=[x:y:1]=[λx: λy: λ]     then Y= λy ≠ (λx)2 = X2 

Homogenization: YZ = X2 
Z=1 gives Y=X2 

Z=0 gives pt [0:1:0] 



Interpretation in 3d 
Since the point [x:y;z] = [λx:λy:λz] it represents a line joining 
the origin to (x,y,z).  
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[x:y:1] Line y=1 becomes Y=Z 
and at infinity, this is Y=0, 
i.e. meets infinity at point 
[1:0:0] = the x-axis.  

In this picture of P2 the lines 
in the x,y plane correspond 
to the points at infinity. 



Bashelor’s Trident Project 
Andy Bashelor worked on a Trident project with Amy Ksir and  
me in 2004-5. He studied enumerative questions involving 
conics in P2.  

THM: Given any five points in the plane there is a conic  
passing through all five.  

THM: There are precisely two conics passing through 4  
points tangent to a given line if the points and line are in  
general position. 



Question: how many conics are  
simultaneously tangent to five given  
conics in the projective plane? 

Steiner: 7776 = 65.  

de Jonquieres: actual answer is 3264.  

Steiner’s Problem 


